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Note To Readers
THIS ISSUE is a tad bit ~ate,
even as "Mainety Gay's" go, and
here's OUX' l'eason: the eleatron{,a tenail autter folded
(or, more preaisely, a bearing
in the motor threw in' the
t owel ), and i t took a few
months to find someone to fi:l:
the g .d. thing.
The good fo lks at A.B . Diak,
who made the rig, wanted $600
to ship it to Chiaago for repairs; t his saheme was imme diat ely r·ejeated by 11MG"
finanaial advisers as "inadvisab le " (with $18.33 in the
aheaking aaao unt . i
NGar t he begirming of February, we l ocat e~ a fri end in
Bath, Maine , who Was not only
ahle to repair the maanine but
aharged us only $60 .
After our good fo r tune, the
only l'ernaining prob l em was to
de aide what to aal Z (date J
this issue you' 1'e ho Z.ding.
We settled on 11JAN-FEB-MAR"
(a fter aZ.l, this page was
typed on Feb.2?) with the next
issue of "MG" to appear in
time for Symposium VII, to be
dated "APRIL. 11 That's two
issues in four months, as
usual; the third issue of
this year wiU be dated
"MAY-JUNE, " at whiah time lLle
pl-an to re tUl'n to the !ami l-iar
"tuJo-month" dating system.

Fin.aZ.Zy, we've deaided to keep
this issue a tittle shorter than
usuaZ. .• for obvious reasons. If
you were l ooking for something in
this issue and don't fin d it, v hi ah
is quite possible, it just mig'Yt t _
appear in. Apri Z 's aopy. (And i j i t
doesn't appear there, the artiafe
probably bored us or was i rre trie~
abZy Zost or just didn't f it 01 · • • ? )
+++

+++

ENCLOSED nrTHIS ISSUE (to t hose
who subsaribe by mail) are :
--a regist~tion fo~ f or Symposium VII
--a faat sheet on abortion from
the Maine Chapter of t he National
Organization for Women (N. O.W. )
As some readers may won~r why · a
gay pubUcation devotes aonsidei."'able energy in support of the 'pro- .
ahoice" movement (see the artiale
on right-wing violence against
abortion aZ.inias, next iesue}, we
quote EZZ.en Willis, writing in f:l
reaent issue of the "Village Voiae 11 :
"The anti--abortion zrovement i s t h
most dangerous political force in
the country. I believe--and in .
saying this I intend no hyperboie
whatsoever--that it is the cutting
edge of neo-fascism, a threat not
only to women's r .ights and to e \•ery-

~----------------·-----------------------------------3

one's sexual fre a dom and privacy ·
but to freedom o.f religion and
civil liberties in general.
Right- t o-life propagan.da leaves
no doubt that abortion is only
the immediate f o cus of a larger
crusade to crush women's liberation, sexual "immoraLi t:y,"
b.irth control, sex education,
and al.I the other m;:~.nifestations
of 1'Godless humanism"--that is,
the sepa x·atioTJ of church and
state--in fa.vor of' patriarchal
authority, the traditional family,
and "Ch1·istian \ralues"--that is,
Christianity at its most authoritarian, parochial, and bi<;~o ted .
(our emphasis--editors.j

As the enclosed literature
anti-choice is anti-people·.
Anti-choice is anti-gay, too.
says~

+++

+++

+++

The staff v.1ishes to thank the
friends and well-wishers who
took the time ·to send MG the
"seasons greetings" cards last
Deaember.

++

++

%tititht
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THE ONE AND ONLY
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**

**

**
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*** ***
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***

***

83 OAK ST.
PORTLAND, MAINE

773-5695

ED
As the decade of thi
1970 1 s began, President
Nixon and his political
functionar i es (in this
case, most notably one
Spiro T. Agnew) made much
ado about what was euphemistically called "crime
in the streets."
Observers who were less
than in fat uated with both
the style and career of
Richard Nixon thought
that many of the administratio n 's speech writers
were making a not-so-subtle
play to the r.a-ci.st notions
that many of~ixon's supporters among the 11 Silent
Majority" were assumed to
possess.
In any event, Nixon is
finally gone from our midst,
wallowing in his self-imposed martyrdom, and the
issue of "crime," in the
streets or otnerwise, is
not a hot topic these
days--even as the souring
economy pushes more and
more people over the invisible "poverty line;"

****

****

That is, unless one

I
happens to be gay. Across
the country and across the
state of Maine a n unoffic ial consensus among gay peo ple is that violence
against our persons and
our property is on the i n crease.
While "Mainely Gay" has
an opinion on ~~ violence
against gay people is apparently- increasing (and
while we invite readers to
share their comments on
this phenomenon), the point
here is to warn othe r s who
may not be aware of what 's
happening.

****

****

Thus far in Maine, violence against oUT communi t
seems to be, more or less,
anonymous attacks on pro perty identified as belonging to us: tires on ca~s
are slashed and windshields
are smashed; hallways of
apartments belonging to
gay people are defaced
with hostile graffiti; .and
random though destructive
deeds are carried out in
establishments that cater
to us, to list just a few
tactics by the homophobes. 5

And vicious attacks on people, we thin_k,
a re
often
regarded as "isolated.n Or
are they?

****

others refused, proceeded to mock me, and
eventually beat me unconscious on several occasions.

****

"Mainely {;ay" is concerned
that the statewide trend of
violence may evolve from
crimes against property to
crimes against people. In
the larger cities of this
country, this has been the
norm for a period of time,
with each metropolitan area
having it s own tale to tell.
The fol l owing letter was
sent to t h e "Village Voice,"
in re spons e to an article
about a " gay-bashing spree'"
that occurred recently in the
Village:

Two years later, I wa s
in the Village v7ith my
l over. We did no thing
to provoke the s enseless
attack. I escaped from
the five youths with a
broken arm. Hy friend
was in a coma for three
weeks before he found a
way out. He died. As
for the bastards who
murdered him, they ar.e
enjoying their life right
now, probably unaware
that Bobby died--no~ t hat
it would make them realize what harm they had
done--it woUld just make
them smile.

" ... I would like to tell
t h ose of us out there that
it is alright to be gay,
but: (1) never act it out
for everyone to see; (2)
be very ca reful of who you
tell.

So ple ase, the next
time you're on the
streets, thin~ of Bobby
and the fucks who murdered him. Then think of
how much time you have
left and be careful, dammit!"

I learned these "rules 11
the hard way. When I was

only 16, I told a friend
of mine that I had different desires when she
propositioned me. Some
months later she destroyed
my life by telling everyone that I was gay. Some
people understood; the

****

****

Of course, Maine is not
New York City.

6------------------------------·--------

Yet.._

--Peter Prizer

F
Dear MGWe are a newly formed group
of Lesbians and gay men in
Northern Maine and Western
New Brunswick.
Known as ~roos took LOJTibda~
U)e hope to areate a support

network of gay women a:nd men
up north.
Would you please inaZ.ude
our organization in ·t he
Ustinga of your e::caeZ.Z.ent
periodical.
AROOSTOOK L.AJ.-fBDA

PO Bo::c 990
Ca!ibou. Maine 04? 36
Thank you.

Di ok Ha:r>l'ison

changed my life. I discovered in
this caring fellowship that I use
food like alcoholics use liquo.,.._.
and except for that difference,
O.A. and _A.A. offer the same pro gram of recovery. I have fo und
relief from my addiction and a new
way of living through O.A.
Last summer I visited an absolutely wonderful gay O.A. meeting
in Los Angeles. 'IWo im.Por.t:ant
parts of my life came together
there. Ever since I returned to
Maine I've pondered: there must be
some more gay compulsive overeaters
somewhere in the state.
Where are you? Whether or not
you are in O.A., if you're interested in a gay O.A. meeting or just
talking, please write or call.
·
My address is:

Or;g. representative

****

****

****

Dear Mainely Gay,
I am a Lesbian. I am also
a compulsive overeater. I
spent years battling my food
addiction and on a perpetual
diet •.I tried everything
but still remained a food
junkie until I found Overeaters Anonymous. O.A.

RFD #1 Box 85
East Holden, Me. 04429

(Pbone: 843-5483)

****

****

****

DEAR MAINELY G.2l.Y,

We would like to take ~~is opportunity to introduce ourselves to
you. We are the Maine Gay Men Association :ana have been in exis-

~~----------------------------------------------~----~--7 .

ence for over a. year now.
While reading your latest copy,
we came across a listing for the
Midcoast Gay Men (M.G.M.) and
would like to inform the gay
public that we are in no way associated with this organization.
We would also like to go on
record by stating that we take
offense at our name being reused
by another organization.
Our organization is well known
around the Portland, Lewiston and
Augusta areas, so we are sure
that the other organization has
at least seen our back patches
and should have been aware of our
existence.
Well, enough of the peas and
carrots about the club names.
Our club is primarily a motoring
club. We travel extensively
around the united states visiting
the other clubs in other cities
(there are over 50 On the east
coast alone.) We are masculine
oriented and do not accept female
members at this time. We are
also primarily Leather/Levis
oriented (not S&M) and are in the
process of expanding our membership.
If any of your readers are
interested in contacting us we
can be reached by the following
means: send n S.A.S.E. to M.G.M.
Assn., PO Box 7 301. Lewiston,
Maine 04240. Also include your
name, address and date of birth.
You must be over 21 in order to
join.
Thank you for listening to us

and we welcome any questions
that ;myone might have.
RESPECTFULLY,
M.G.M. Assn.
Mike !-tiller
President

****
Dear> Maine ly

****

****

Gay~

Please put me on the mailing
list for your publication.
I'm a pr>1~soner in the Nebroska
PenaZ Complex in LineoZn~ lm. I
am also exelusiveZy gay and have
found prison life both very
lonely and unrewarding.
Any infomzation that Wo"TJld be
of any heZp to me would be
·
greatly ~preeiated.
Sincerely

yoUr>s~

Charles E. Skinner
32439
PO Box 2800
LineoZn~

NB 68502

PS: I would like to eorrespond
with others, too.

****

****

****

[Editor's note: letters to this
section are reprinted in the
order in which they are received]

(c.o ntinued l

8------------------------------------------------------

.G.

Ass~iates

PO Box 4542

Porrtland, ME 04112
I:ea.r Sir:

Could you please send me a bid
price listing for the following
items:
1 Videotape M:ich.i.re (. 5" cassette) (Sony or Panasonic)
3 Color l""Dnitor (RCA 2 5")
1 Ca'll.€r'a (color) (Sony)
3 TV Stands (RCA)
24 Blank tapes
1 Videotape player

We would appreciate hearing .f:rum
you soon regarding this rratter.
Sincerely,

I sf

Alden

M:::Pike
Principal
Ella P. Bu.rr School
Lincoln, Maine 04457

Sincerely,
Kenneth D. Porter
PO Box 41, #14691
Miahigan City, IN 46 J6 0
PS: Thank you!

****

January 9, 19 80

****

****

Dear Friends,

AM/nss

****
Dear

Prison. My paroZ.e/disaharge date
- is (14) fou:t'teen months .OJJ.Jay
(Feb. 24~ 1981), and I~ouZ.d like
to meet ..a gay aompanion to obtain
as strong as possible relationship that aould possibly delight
& benefit the wo of us.
I am a retired aal" thief and I
am by no means hamfu.l, so I wouZ.u.
appreciate any and all aonside'r>ation taken on your behalf.
Right now, I'd Zike to Zocaie a
pen-paZ. My "likes" are: music,
pets, art, poetry, reading, ao.r :responding, humor, alothes and
positive peopZ.e. My "dislikes"
are:- lJars, · loud noises and negative people;

****

****

Mainely Gay,

I am a gay young man thai; haa
been negleated and mZ.oved; for
some strange reason. I'm ·serving a (5) five-year sentence
ere at the Indiana State

This letter is to introduce you
to something I've felt has b~n

needed in Maine for a long time.
That "someth·i ng" is a newsletter
telling about what progressive .
and social change people in :M:?iine
are doing to make this a bett~r
state. It will have factual articles, lists of resources, humor,
a calendar of events, and thoughtprovoking articles and opinions
·

~----------------------------------------------------~9

about what is happening ltround
our state.
There are thousands ~f
Mainers working on iss ~~3 like
local and safe energy sources,
decent housing, and rigt,ts/respect for women, gay men and
Lesbians, elders and yo1Jth,
low-income people, minorities,
and other living things.
They are maintaining our
native culture, providing consumer information, organizing
food cooperatives, labor
unions, alternative schools,
and health programs, helping
to develop jobs and small
businesses, and preserving our
land and agricultural sector.
They are fighting against
dangerous sprays, nuclear
power, big business, excessive
military spending , and legal
injustices and for a new politics and new attitudes.

Most of thi s important work
goes unreaognized. We don't
usuaUy read about i t in our
newspapers and sometimes we
don't know it is happening
even within our own aity or
aounty, let alone in other
parts of the state. We are
often isolated and need to get
support from others involved
in simiLar projeats. We need
to know information and the
experiences of others to do
more ourselves.
The newsletter can help us
to see how different issues
are connected--that military

spending is a women's issue,
that spraying affects the
economy, or that the Indian
Land Claims case influences our
energy policy. It .can ·help
people from different parts of
Maine work together and coordinate activities. Many see
the need for a statewide force
for change, but no such force
exists except for a few individual issues. The newsletter
could be a first step in creating that potent force.
We expect that 1,000 people
will receive this newsletter
every month, beginning in late
January. It will be financed
through subscriptions (suggested cost: $4/yearly.) INVERT,
(Institute for Nonviolence, Education, Research and Training),
with which I work, will provi~e
help in printing and mailing the
newsletter.
·
To make it successful, we need
information and reports from all
over the state. We'd like to
get this from county or area
correspondents each month. We
expect the newsletter will generate enough money to pay correspondents a minimal amount for
their t~me and expenses. We'll
also need help in putting the
publication together (typing,
printing, folding), probably on
the last weekend of each month.
Can you donate a day or even a
few hours? Again, those who
help will be paid a small amount
for their efforts. Please con-

10---------------------------------------------------------

tact me if you are willing to
either help as a correspondent
or as a production worker.
Before the first edition
comes out, however, a few decisions have to be made. E.g.,
what should the newsletter be
called? Should articles be
edited? What do we do . with
language or opinions with
which we disagree? Who will
make these decisions? You
should contact me with comments or suggestions about
any part of the newsletter.
Sincerely,
Larry Dansinger
RFD

111

Newport, Me. 04953
938-:-2219

****

****

****

l!'ebrua.ry 12, 1980
Mr. Peter Prizer
Co-.F:rl.i tor
l;Ja.inel y G"!.!l_
PO Box 4542
Portland, Maine 04112

Dear Mr.

Prizer ~

Please excuse my delay in
responding, and I hope this
bas no~ caused you any incenv:en:ience . I also apol.ogi ze
for the misspelled words 1
which you pointed out in your

newsletter. But being in the
printing business, I'm sure you
understand how a few errors can
get by when you're dealing with a
large volumn of meil1 even though
we do try to check each letter
carefully. I do appreciate your
taking the tirr~ to articulate
your views reditor's note: see
editorial, NOV-DEC 1979]. It
seems we will have to agree to disagree; but I would like to add~~ess
some of th e points you raised in
your letter and your editorial.
I am sorry that you found my ·response to Mr. Harrison "evasive
and PJXtron.izing"; ·obviously, it wa
not intended· to be so. I (ion' t regard. the issue li ghtly. As I .said,
at present, I do not think further
legislation is necessary to protect
gay rights. I think the legal
tools are in place to perform that
function. I am not rationalizing.
However, the existence of such
tools does not mean the extinction
of prejudice and discrimination;
nor does it mean acceptance. I do
not envy you in your ctmfrontation
with discrinunation ; it is not easy
to change the "hearts and minds" of
those ;.,rJw harbor hatred and resentment. But you have to remember you
cannot change attitudes with laws.
With laws you change actions. If
you are being discriminated against
the 1 aw can remedy that . I feel
such laws are already in place~
Use them to your advantage .
·
Sincerely,

Olympia J. Snowe
U.S. Congress A

~~--------------------------------------------11

LUCKY SEVENTH I

SYMPOSIUM VII COMETH!
The ~laine Lesbian and Gay Symposium VII will be held this year on
21-23 March 1980, at llangor Community College. Keynote speakers will
be Steve Endean of the Gay Rights National Lobby and Lucia Valeska of
the National Gay Task Force. Those who have met them say both are dynamic activists who should be well \vorth headng.
Among other activities will be a showing of several gay films,
including the well-received In the Best Interests El_ the Children,
which deals with child custody issues. The Committee expects the
usual wide variety of workshops. Anyone who wishes to facilitate a
-.vorkshop should notify the Wilde-Stein Club, Memorial Union, University
of Maine, Orono 04973. People and groups from all over the state are
pa.rticipatin.g in the planning--it's almost done, however--but \vildeSteiu has taken on much of the day-to-day work.
Also on hand will be the traditional gay books--and--literature
sale; hopefully a craft sale and exhibit and an afghan raffle. A rummage sale is being organized. Please bring donations (clothes to be
washed and pressed, please) to the Stud~nt Union at BCC on Friday, 21
March, in the PM, or on Saturday before 9AM.
On Saturday evening, there will be a spaghetti dinner, with ineat
and meatless sauces, and a vegetable soup. A dance ( !) will follow the
dinner.

Registration is $5 per person....:-including dinner and dance. For
those not attending the Symposium, the dinner will be $1 and the dance
$2. Pre-registration is urged--better hurry--so that you' 11 be sure of
housing and child care. Games and other creative activities are planned for the children this year. Pre-registrants should use the fqrm included in this issue, or contact the Wilde-Stein Club at the above ad1Jress. · Checks should be made out to the "Maine Lesbian &. Gay Symposium''
or simply to "Symposium VII•"

1 ...,

Jerry Brown Addr esse s Gay Ri ghts Rally in Washington

.·

"When they send a letter to be read. at the rally, you
know you don't rate yet with the candidate." The veiled
reference to ·Senator Kennedy, who had sent such a letter,
was not wasted on the audience of 900 jammed into Washington, D.C.'s large s t gay bar and disco, the Pier r - a s pace
meant f or one-third that number.
Each had donated $1 0 toward the formation· of a war ch·e s t
for the National Convention Project, intended t0 influenc e
the political planks of the two national conventions on be half of Am·er i ca 's Lesbians and gay men. Initially the c rowd
had te ntative ly boo ed the Kennedy letter, being read by
staffer Sus an Est r ich, but ended up roaring it s approval
when he wro te of the necessity to revise policies based
upon "o utmode d medical and psychiatric vrews." .
"When t hey s end a minor .staff member , " cont i nued Fr ankl i n Kameny, who had been introduced as the grandfather of
th e gay right s mo vemen t,- "you know you don't rate ye t wit h
the - c a nd i da t a~' Pres i dent Carter had sent a deputy to Ann
Wexler , one of the ass i stants to the president. He in par ticular r eceived ro ugh handling from the audience as he
t r ied to defe nd the President's record on gay rights . The
remarks of the deput y were constantly interrupted by "l'fua t
abo ut Mi dge (Constanza)?" "ABC ... ABC ... Anybody But Cart er !"
"Bullshit!" and other epithets.
"Wnen the candidates of minor political parties come t o
the rally you know you don't rate yet because, having no
chance of election, they have nothing to lose by being
there."
"But when a major political candidate comes, in person ,
then you know something's changing." And at that po i nt
Kameny fulfilled hi s function on the platform which was t o
intro4nce California· Governor Jerry Brown. Looking fit as a
fiddle, dapper and trim, his lean good looks were hardly
wasted on thi s audience overwhelmingly composed of gay men~
ith a sprinkling of Lesbian~ and straights. The applause

~-------------------------------------------------13

as thunderous an(~ so sustained that for a few minutes
Brown was helple~' to stem it.
Th~re was also a huge media presence.
(One of the funniest lines of the evening was voiced by several ~mong the
deluge of media ;~ople who poured into the sardine-packed
hall: "Isn't the:r<:: a press section?" In fact, .they would be
lucky to find a chandelier to hang from.)

An overriding impression conveyed by Gov. Brown is one
of immense seriousness. He appears to take his commitments
very soberly, especially that of promoting the fulfillment
of the American Dream for all minorities. The single quip
he made in the Cl')Urse of hiSorief remarks was, "I hope I'm
not one of those minor political candidates." .
His message was unequivocal: consistent with his stellar record on behalf of women and gays in California, he
said

MY roZe is to

d.r1:ve the dia'Zogue in my party on a monber of
issues--nucLear power~ nue~ear disa~ent~ and the issue
of rights of gay m1.d Lesbian people in soeiety. I intend
to vigorously chaZZenge attitudes that I find anachronistic
and stereotypicaL. lour issue goes· to the heart of protecting the rights of aU people in this countr-y. The rights
of gay men and Lesbian women OUffht to be a pZank in the
Democratic Party. I intend not only to suppo:t>t it but to
dEbate it.

-National and D.C. gay rights leaders were much in evidence. Besides Kameny there was Charles Brydon, Co-Executive Director of the National Gay Task Force (his opposite
number, Lucia Valeska, was absent because of a previous
commitment), Steve Endean of the Gay Rights National Lobby,
Mary Spottswood Pou and Tom Bastow, Co-Directors of the
National Convention Project, and Carolyn Handy, chair for
the entire rally.
As reported in the Washington Star Bastow was pleased
with Kennedy's statement, 11 far stronger than h~ has ever
ade. He's never taken such a strong position before."

14~-------------------------------------------------

Excellent coverage was provide d by Washington's two
leading newspapers, the Po st and th e Star. Among their
headlines and captions were-rrJERRY BROWN UP FRONT ON GAY
RIGHTS ISSUE," "GAY RIGHTS, LASER LIGHTS & JERRY BROlVN,"
"BROWN'S SUPPORT OF GAY RIGHTS COULD MEAN 10-20 MILLION
VOTES, .BUT THEY ARE NOT GUARANTEED." The latter was a
reference to interviews conduct e d at random with mer.J.bers
of t .i 1e audience before Brown arrived. A number of t ho:se
interviewed st~ted that, although they appreciated
Brown's strong stand on gay rights, there were othe r
aspects of his politics wh i ch could well cause them to
vote for another candidate. In other words, gay vote t3
may wel l t urn out not to be ''one-issue" voters as in t~1e
case of many "right-to-lifers." This inference s e emed
very important to the Washington press.
To a half-dozen Lesbians and gay men coincidentall y attending a scientific convention in Washington, the discovery that the rally was being ·held during our visi t
seemed fortuitous . The a tmosphere at the Pier was very
upbeat. In advance of the political rally a vast an d
tasty buffet of i10me . . made foods was dispensed to h undreds
·(inc l uded ._;f11 the price of the donation). The break i ng of-bread together contributed to a slight soften ing of
the social diffe rence among people. In addition t o many
in countercult ure garb (mostly but not all youn g), t he
audience was liberally dotted with pin-stripe type s , many
o.f them professi onal or administrative ernploye.es of t he
federal government. The high visibility of the b roa dcas t
and print media could not help but confirm to the audience that what we were doing together, and what Jer r y
Brown was doing with us, was of some importance.
-- R-i..c.haJtd Steinman
4 Ve.c.e.mbeJt 19?9

CumberlarJd C.ountY Curmudaeon
Btj StUan W. HendVL6on

BOTH SIDES NOW ...
Way back in ancient times, 1974 B.A. (Before Anita) to
be exact, the first meeting of the Maine Gay Task Force was
held. The delegation from Up North, which included Yours
Truly, went down to Brunswick assuming that this would be
an organization likB all other organizations we'd ever put
together--there wo~ld be a chair, vice-chair, elections,
constitution, Robert's Rules, and all that. We were quite
brusquely disabused of these notions by a very vocal delegation with its mind made up from the Brunswick area. Hierarchies, we were inforraed, were n ot socially acceptable; and
we were further put on notice that the group was being
watched sharply to see whether it would be sexist.
Not surprisingly, we returned to the Frozen North with
mouths agape at the temerity of these "Brunswick radicals; 11
and at the subsequent meetings it sometimes looked as if the
Civil War was about to be refought with the Mason-Dixon line
running approximately through Dixmont Center. Fortunately,
people on both sides showed more good old Down-East common
sense than their rhetoric would lead one to believe they
possessed. Most of us found it possible to work together,
and the Maine Gay Task Force became part of Gay history. A
lot of us from Up North moved down to Brunswick or Portland.
Some of us even started calling ourselves radicals.
Political and feminist consciousnesses grew and ripened with time
and experience..
A few weeks azo, Yours Truly, as part of the customarily colorful Portland-area contingent, attended the Symposium
VII planning committee meeting in Augusta . A delegation
from my old Alma Mater, the Wilde-Stein Club, was there.
They had done some homework, and presented the rest of us
with a proposed agenda, including elections of chair, etc.,
and the use of Robert's Rules. What is all this hierarchi~al bovine excrescence? thought I.
We don't need all this
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superstructure. And then, hist or i an t hat I am, I saw myself six years e arlier, only I was on the o p posite side of
the fence now. It's a little l ike walking down the street
and meeting yourself coming back.
It makes you see how
you've changed, hopefully how you'v e grown, and it make s
you feel a little old, too.
Six ye a rs is a long time i n
this movement.
The meeting that ensued sometimes looked like a re take
of some of those old MGTF four-hour marathon blood le t ti ~ g
sessions, but it finally got down to brass tacks.
Committe es we re formed to do the necessary organizing. The
delegates f r om the South will hopefully keep t hing s simple
and the delegates from the North will hopefully pro vide +he
structure t h at is needed at such times in a tribe of p :r·acticing sma ll "a" anarchists such as we.
The Down-Eas t c o n· ~
mon sense i s s t ill there, and the rhetoricians have go-t1_·':m
tired in the past six years. It should be a good S ymposi um.
Conscio u s nesses will be raised, if only by osmosi_s- they always are--I know.
I've been there, or both s i deP
now•

WEDNESDAY, Mar . S-·Word reaches Mainely Gay that some
people active in the Maine state
Democratic Party are in the process of removing the party platform plank that supports legislation banni..!!,& anti-gay discrimination in the state.
If you'd like to have input on
this .decision, IMMEDiATELY contact
State Sen. Barbara Trafton of
Auburn, who is chairtng the party's
platform comml.ttee .
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SHOULD AWOMAN
HAVE THE RIOHT TO
CHOOSE,..FREE FROM
GOVERNMENT
INTERFERENCEil
WHETHER OR OT TO
CONTINUE HER
PREINANCY?

The National Organization for Women
believes in your right to choose

PRO-CHOICE MEANS ••••••••• •••••••

ANTI-CHOICE MEANS

• if you want to have children, the government has no right
to interfere
• consenting to sterilization should not be a requirment of
other procedures (childbirth or abortion)
• the government has no right to demand that your
pregnancy be revealed to either your husband or parents
• the community and government should provide
information and access to contraceptive information and
services
• when all is said and done, it is the pregnant woman's
RIGHT to decide whether or not to terminate her
pregnancy
• every woman, regardless of income, has a right to
medical care during pregnancy, childbirth, or abortion
• support for research on birth defects, genetic
counseling, birth control, pre- and post- natal care, and
quality reproductive health care
• respect for women, our right to privacy, our right to
religious freedom, our right to choose the number and
the spacing of our children

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•••••••••••••

anti-contraceptives
anti-IUD's
anti-birth control pills
anti~voluntary sterilization
anti-family planning
anti-amniocentesis
anti-birth defects research
anti-responsible sex education
anti-right to privacy
anti-separation of church and state
anti-abortion even to save the woman's life
anti-woman's right to choose

"Right to Lifers" in Pennsylvania advocate death as a
punishment for abortion

ANTI-CHOICE IS ANTI-PEOPLE. THEY MUST BE
STOPPED!

MYTH: No one has to get pregnant in this day and age.
Farced pregnancy is the price for being careless
or ignorant.

FACT: It costs far less to pay for abortions than to pay
for forced pregnancies, support for mother and
child, and medical care for the victims of
botched abortions.

MYTH: We can't afford to pay for the abortions of poor
women.

FACT: One-third of all couples practicing birth control
for five years has an unwanted pregnancy. Only
men are secure in the knowledge that they can't
get pregnant.

MYTH: If contraceptive information and services are
improved, it will encourage teens to have more
sexual relationships.

FACT: 5,000 women between the ages of 14 and 20
become pregnant in Maine each year. 70% are
using no method of birth control. Teen
pregnancies are an alarming reality .
Contraceptive information and access, good
pre- and post-natal care, and safe, legal
abortions are all responses to the needs of our
young women.

MYTH: Anti-choice is pro-life.

FACT: Four times as many women die of childbirth as
of legal abortion. Teens have the highest
mortality and morbidity rate. When your life and
health are at stake, the choice should be yours.

••••••••• did •••••••• you ••••••• know •••••••••
• 80% of Maine people support the right of a woman to
choose whether or not to terminate her pregnancy
• every pro-choice incumbant legislator· identified by
Maine anti-choice won re-election to the 109th Maine
legislature
• even though the Democrats support abortion funding
and voted that support into the Maine Democratic
platform, every male Democratic senator voted the antichoice position.

We must truly weigh what we know tn. be true.
Childbirth can be an affirmation of life or a
resignation to it.

• Maine NOW testified at every hearing concerning
Choice in the 109th legislature
• Maine NOW lobbied every Maine legislator on the issue
of Choice, over half in person or by phone
• the Maine Legislature did not once support the prochoice position on any piece of legislation in the 109th.

Abortion can also be an affirmation of life, a
position commitment to ourselves, and to those
already in our lives.

Ma ine Lesbian a nd Gay Sympos i wn VI I

21-4 3 March 198 0
Ba ngor Community College, Bangor, Maine

Symposiun VII wiU inalude uJOrksr..ops, films, guest speakers and a book
and aro.ft show and saZ.e. There will. be a spaghetti dinner (meat and m·e atZess sauces) SatUPday night, followed by a danae. Registration fee : $5, inaluding dinner and danae. For those not registered, the dinner will. be $1
and t he danae $2.
KEY NOTE SPEAKERS: LUCIA VALESKA, National Gay Task Force. and
STEVE ENDEAN , Gay Rights National Lobby

+++++

+++++

+++++

+H-++

++H+

+++++

You are URGED t o preregister in order to be ·sure of having housing and child

care.
+++++

+++++

+++++

NAME ____________________________________________________________
AD~RESS

__________________________________________________________

PHONE NO.
NUMBER OF PERSONS ATTENDI NG

---HOUSING

DO YOU NEED HOUSING?
NUMBER OF

----- CAN YO U PRO VIDE HOUSING? -----PEOPLE
PREFER MEN
ANY
------ PREFER WOMEN

FRIDAY NIGHT

SATURDAY NIGHT

BOTH NIGHTS

--PLEASE BRI NG A SLEEPING BAG IF POSSIBLE--

***

***

***

***

***

***

CHILD CARE
We believe quality child care is a high priority, and are planning snacks,
activit ies and space for the young people this year. To assist us in planning~ please register your child(ren) in advance.
- -CHILD CARE IS FREE--

NAME(S) QF CHILD(REN) ____________________________AGE(S) _________
NEED CHIL D CARE: FRIDAY _ _ _SATURDAY _ _ _ SUNDAY_ ___
CHILD'S SPECIAL NEEDS ______________________________________________

###
Send preregistration to:

###

###

WILDE-STEIN CLUB
Memori al Un ion
University of Ma ine
Orono , ME 04473

###

###

###

(Please make checks payable
to "Maine Lesbian and Gay
Symposium VII," or to
"ML-GS VII")

PLEASE SEND YOUR TAXDEDUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTION TO:
"MAINE NOW-PAC"
JoAnne Dauphinee, Treasurer
23 March St., Bangor, ME 04401
NAME--------------ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
TO~N-----------------------~----

AMOUNT____________

ZIP

I ~OULD BE ~ILLING TO ~ORK IN A
POLITICAL CAMPAIGN FOR CHOICE.
PLEASE CALL IF YOU NEED ME.
YESO
NOD

I ~ISH TO JOIN NO~. HERE ARE MY DUES
ENTITLING ME TO NATIONAL AND STATE
NE~SLETTERS AND ACTION ALERTS AND
VOTING RIGHTS.

0 Regular Dues $27 (20 National, 2 State,
5 nearest chapter)

0 Special dues $10- For those who can't afford
more (7 to national, I to state, 2 to chapter)

0 Bargain Basement $ - - (Fill in amount Now does not discriminate on the basis of
income)

J Contribution $,_____

Thanks!
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The State Street Straw
Several thoughts while waxing my VW Bug:
.MEANWHILE, BACK lN THE TRENCHES: Although this country
has never fought a modern war without the presence of the
draft and never had a draft without a war, the curtain
seems to be rising on the opening salvos of World War III,
with young men--and poEsibly young women--forming the AllStar chorus line. And ·Jimmy Carter and assorted top-level
administration spokesmen (sic) have avered somewhat casually, in the general direction of the bleating media; that a
few buttons may have to be strategically pushed to
better impress the Soviet Union . of America's intention to
stay fully addicted to Mideast oil.
Reaction to news of the above seems to be polite applause
with comment particularly muted, strangely enough, by those
young people who might end up spending the better part of
1981 studying geographical maps of the mountains surrounding
Kabul.
As is the experience when most nations prepare for war
(or want to give the impression--to either their enemies or
citizens--that "high-level" -talks are getting especially
tedious and redundant), those citizens with the most. to lose
will later be the most difficult to spot when it's Front and
center, on the double! time at Fort Dix. A real pity, of
course, when really first-class Americans like David Rockefeller--and others with proven leadership abilities--are unable to engender inspiration to other first-wave marines as
they pursue cruise
missiles th!lough the Strait of Hormuz. (Back in the U.S., war bond posters will incite patri~
' otic and patriarchal citizens with the slogan, "The New Army
Is Cruising for a Killing!")
War is hell; that is, the conventional variety, and if
Carter's talk turns to action, this summer ~ay be more inte'!'esting than that of 19 79, when all he could come up with
was a testy call to the "moral equivalency. '1
.AS WORLD CLASS WARS GO, the next one will be right up
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there, what with all the billion s the doomsday scientists
have had to play with, both here fu~d elsewhere: around the
globe, during the past few decades.
On a more positive
note, however, has it not been already observed that WW IV
will be fought with nothing more destructive than stones?
DEAR HELOISE: Although you may find this difficult to
believe, I haye been wearing sneakers, day in and d a y o ut ,
for over 32 years_!· After allowing for leap yea-rs (lik e
1 9 80!), I've tied those darn shoelaces about 20,178 times !
And what I'd like to share with your readers, Heloise, i s
the following inflation-fighting suggestion, that occurr·e d
to me just the other day: the less tight the shoelace s are
tied, the longer they last!
---DEAR PETER: Thanks for your idea! Incidentally, I ' ve
checked out your tip, and the converse is true, too: t h e
tighter y ou tie 'em, the sooner they break!
.A THOROUGHLY CREDENTIALED HETEROSEXUAL friend of mine
recently saw the movie 11 Cruising," and his comments wer'e
that the film was not only blatantly anti-gay but p r obably
dese r ving of an "X" rating. Never overestimate the ab ili""C y
of the ''Holl;tw.ood film community" to place principles before profits, a sentiment that can equally apply, let the
record show, to the priorities of the marquee names as well. ·
May the Goddess help the minority group that's next in l ine
for Hollywood exploitation, once anti-gay and anti- Le sbian
films like "Cruising" and "Windows'' run their gaJUuts.

esoME RIGHT-WING business group like the Jaycees pu bli s hes
a book entitled "Outstanding Young Americans" (or some t i tle
to that effect), and my name was included, several years
ago, by a devious friend looking for some humor in life;
(The Junior Jaycees, I think that's who do it, make mo n e y
selling the book to the outstanding young Americans listed
therein, who then, it's thought; leave it atop a prominent
living room table.) Although I assume my name is listed.( I
keep getting their first-class mailings), I've never sean
the tome up close and must assume, again_, that they' 'Te
printed my "biogr·aphy" more or less as I described it.
(Last year's update, for example, indicated that I haj retired, at age 31~ from Amalgamated M.G. Industries and was
'-------------------------------------------------------~21

currently a state !Jenator from Portland.) This year, as
usual, they've asked me for an update (along with names and
addresses of friends who, in my este'E::med opinion, might be
personally worthy of enshrinement in "Outstanding ... ) and I
mailed along the following biographical blurb:
Peter ')rizer, after a brillant though highly
unust~al career spanning over four months as
a moderately successful state senator, was
forced to resign in 1979 after his office was
impli.cated in the notorious Quartergate scandal. The Legislative Resolution of Expulsion
read, in part, " ... a thorough profligate in
principle as in practice, his life is stained
with every vice--pinball being merely the
most blatant--and his conversation full of
blasphemy and bawdry. These morals he
glorifies in, for shame is a weakness he has
long surmounted." Mr. Prizer is currently
employed by "The Maine Paper" as an editorial
assistant. He still nas no children and still
isn't married.
That should give the Junior Jaycee editors something to
chew on ...
• A FINAL THOUGHT ON THE PROPOSED COMPULSORY MILITARY
DRAFT REGISTRATION: to spare politicians like Dave Emery
the potential embarassment of explaining to others why
they (being, of course, able-bodied young men) should heed
the call (and not the esteemed Representative), the government shQuld make it very clear to t.he soon-to-be-regis·tered
why all the ado by having them fill
out
registration
forms in gas stations. Certainly outfits like Mobil would
be happy to donate a portion of their company stations to
processing and
filing·
paperwork (providing yet another
business expense for tax purposes), and the newly recruited
wouJ.d thus more readily make the correct geopolitical connection ... A
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HELP: LESBIAN CUSTODY CASE
There's a Lesbian mother in Franklin - County, Mass.,
Bunny King, who's been fighting for tr~ custody of her two
young children, Michelle 7 and Jacqueline 5, for over three
years. A number of years ago Bunny, when she was 17, became involved in a Lesbian relationship .with Maggie Paten~
aude, 26. During that time Blli&ny became seriously ill and
almost died. Unable to care for her chi ldren and afraid of
dying, she gave Maggie legal custody. After ~etting custody of the children, Maggie tried to cut Bui).ny off from them
and has since denied ever being a Lesbian.
This past fall, there was .a custody hearing, which included numerous inquiries into Bunny's mental, emotional
and physical health; her economic, educational and family
background, religious affiliations, her Lesbianism, as well
as her . past and present associations, friendships and re. lationships, and anything else that could be · dragged in.
In early December, a 70-year-old, white male - judge decided:
"· .• the environment in whic:h she proposes to raise the
c:hiZ.dNp".,_ name Z.y a Lesbian househol-d, c::reates an etement
of instability 'that would adversel-y affeat the welfare
of the chi Z. dren. 11

Clearly, his aim is to uphold the status quo • . Bunny,
her -lawyers, family, friends and supporters are not willing
to give up and give in to this blatant form of patriarch al
oppression and discrimination. We're taking this cas e to
the IY'~ssachusetts State Supreme Court for appeal. We have
60 days to appeal and need $6500, $1500 of which we need i n
30 days for a transcript of the record. AND WE NEED YOCR
HELP AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 1 · We are in desperate need
of donat;i..ons and low-interest loans. P.lease send anyth i ng
you can to:

FRANKLIN COUNTY LESBIAN ALLIANCE
PO Bo:t 235
Deerf~eld,

Mass. 01342

[Checks payable to Bunny King

THANK YOU!!
/
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Defense Fund]

NEWS FROM THE GAY fiGH"f!_ NATIONAL LOBBY

?UND_IES TO LICK STAMPS;
FLOOD CONGRESS WITH FLIMFLAM

WASHINGTON, D.~.~-The Gay Rights National Lobby (GRNL) reports that yet a~ther fundraising appeal filled with strident and offensi~,e language has been issued by the fundamentalist lobby, Christian Voice, calling on "concerned
Christians" to : 1ood Congress with letters opposing the
national Lesbia~/gay civil rights bill in the House, H.R.
2074.

"Christian Voic-a 11 cited both the March on Washington and
the record numl:.er of co-sponsors on the Neiss-Waxman bill
as reasons for launching their first organized letter-writing campaign to Congress o~ the issue. Rev. Robert Grant,
spokesperson for "Christian Voice," said "If the homosexuals can impress Cor\gress with 100,000 marchers, then we
must impress Congress with 500,000 letters from concerned
Christians."
He further stated "Gary Jarmin (CV lobbyist) has stressed
to me again that we a~e not generating enough volume of
mail to Congress to be successful in our legislative battles." ("Christian Voice" literature included a quote from
Rev. Jerry Falwell: "C",od didn't create Adam and Steve; but
Adam and Eve."}
"Christian Voice," says GRNL, isn't the only anti-gay lobby
now on Capitol Hill. The "Moral Majority" (which by process
of elimination makes us, we suppose, the "immoral minority"
--editors), directed by Rev. Falwell, has also begun 09era-t ions with atrong anti-:-gay attacks. In the December issue
of the Moral Majority RepoLt, they say (in reference to H.R.
2074), "It is commonly known that som~ militant homosexuals
will use their positions as teachers to recruit and convince
others--an activity which will be in direct oppposition to
(Con:UJtued)
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beliefs of many parents."
They also state "Therefore, if this
bill (gay civil rights bill) is
passed, it will set a precedent for
our society. Imagine giving child
molesters and rapists special preference in the law because they too
have a bizarre sexual preference.
The Moral Majority Report called
on its readership of 90,000 persons
(apparently mostly pastors who are
expected to pass the message on to
_their congregations) to write Congress.
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Steve Endean, lobbyist for GRNL,
said "It is easy to laugh at the
outrageous, perposterous statements in these appeals but; "Christian Voice" and the '1 Moral Majority"
have the abil.i ty to deliver on their
threats of cOnstituent letters and
·t hat's just no jok.ing matter. To
our knowledge, this is their first
major attempt to generate constituent mail to Congress. If it is successful {and their lists are massive), such a large influx of mail
could badly distort a ' co~gressper
son's perception of public sentiment on the issue, have a chilling
effect on our progress and encourage
negative amendments to various nonrelated bills on the floor of both
the House and Senate•
fuw We Know •••
lbe word "bride" is derived from
an ancient Teutonic word meaning
"to cock." --by UPI
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FREE THE PRESS!

NOT GUilTY MEANS NOT CUILTY
Canada's major g~ libe~ation journal, The B~d~ Politic,
is being prosecuted 2gain!
Using Ontario obscen1t1es laws
for its legal b~, the government's goal is clearly to
harass the gay commu.r;i ty and to destroy the journal.
[Background to the qase: In its December 1977 issue, the
Body Politic, a monl:hly political magazine published in
Toronto for gd.y people, carried an article, "Men Loving
Boys Loving Men," b:y Gerald Hannon.
In it, Hannon looked
at the lives C!.nd chcl.."'acters of three homosexual pedophiles.
In an introduction, the Body Politic explained why it was
publishing the article: "The real lives of men who love
boys and boys who love men are mysterious even for most
other gay people. We are not immune from the general paranoia about children e:nd sexuality, and many of us are
willing to accept that part of the straight world's homosexual mythology even when we know the rest of it for the
lie it is. A small part of the reality is presented below.''
On Christmas Day, 1977, a month after the December issue of
the Body Politic had gone on sale, the magazine was attacked in print for publishing Hannon's article by the Toronto
Sun's Claire Hoy, a colu~1ist with a reputation for fre quent, irrational attacks on Toronto's gay community. Six
days later, the office of the Body Politic was raided by
the Metropolitan Toronto and Ontario Provincial police.
After a three-hour search, they carried off twelve cartons
of documents as 11 evidence." Included were the magazine's
list ·of subscribers, ~orrespondence going back over the
years, business records and articles for publication. The
police were empowered to conduct this sweeping search with
a warrant so vaguely worded it would have allowed them to
completely strip the office of papers.
[In the wake of the raid, the magazine's publisher, Pink
Triangle Press, and three of its officers were ch arged
under Criminal Code section 164 with using the mails to
troansmi t 11 indecent, immoral or scurrilous" material. No
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charge had ever been l·aid under this obscure law before and
it is believed to -have been enacted simply as a protection
against obscene or insulting lett~rs.
Of the dozens of
cartons of papers seized in the raid, -not a single sheet was
introduced as evidence during the trial in January, 1979.
Indeed, as the trial judge himself noted, no evidence in
support of the charges was brought' forward.
Instead, the
Crown called a succession of witnesses, such as evangelist
Ken Campbell, who_are noted for their prejudice against gay
people.
The Crown tried to put gay people, in the persons
of the accused, on trial.
[The Crown's strategy did not work. In February, 1 97 9
Judge Sydney Harris dismissed the charges. In his written
judgement, Judge Harris rejected the idea that homosexuali
was on trial in his courtroom. He also noted that "after
reading 'Men Loving Boys Loving Men,' we_know· what they are,
and what they are not, we know that not all homos~xuals are
pedophiles, we know something abou-t how pedophiles feel.,,
Despite the acquittal, the Crown refused to return t~e list
of names and other papers seized in the raid. The bigots
vleren' t going to let me!'e j.us tice stand in their way.
Going along wi~h the Christian fundamentalist campaign, Ontario Attorney-General Roy McMurtry filed an appeal against
Judge Harris' decision.]
We are now trying to pressure the Crown into dropping
that appeal.
Clearly freedom of the ~ress is at stake, even more
directly in the appeal than 1n the original trial. Time is
short and we need your assistance.
Appeals can't be
fought in the courtroom without lawyers and lawyers cost
money. Make out a cheque or post office money order to
Lynn King In Trust For The Body Politic Free The Press Fund
and mail it to:
Cornish, King & Sachs, Barristers and Solicitors, 111 Richmond
Street West, Suite 320, Toronto, Ontario M5H ·3N6&
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MAKING MONEY WITH ANTI-;ESEIAN BIGOTRY

BOYCOTT URGE.D AGAINST UNITED ARTISTS MOVIE

''Windows," a feature film from United Artists, has recently opened
in the U.S. and Canada. The National Gay Task Force (NGTF) and the
National Association of Lesbian and Gay Filmmakers (NALGF) have encouraged all feminist, Lesbian and gay supporters to boycott this film.
Both NGTF and NPl..GF have joined with other organizations to protest ''Windows," and plans for further action in relation to United
Artists will be announced shortly.
Under the guise \">f producing a "romantic bhriller," the film actually perpetuates and Stnsationalizes the most pernicious lies about
Lesbianism and rape. 2~8 plot features a psychotic Lesbian kille~ who

hires a man to :raape her> best f'l'iend with whom she is secrsetly in love.
The equation of Lesbianism with psychotic violence is an old and tired
stereotype. The film's trtatment of rape is equally unreal. Violence
againE?t women has reached epi.demic proportions and is still increasing.
A Congressional subcommittee estimated that rape affects between a ·
quarter and a third of the female population in this country and evety
woman lives with the threat of rape. The fact is that rape is a crime
committed against women by men. The dep-i ction in "Windows 11 of rape as
a crime instigated by one woman against another is a monstrous lie, a
gross misrepresentation of Lesbianism and of rape.

l

Most viewerS~ might dismiss this film a·s a distasteful insult to
their intelligence. But we have to respond, nonetheless, if only in
memory of the pain and discrimination so many of us have suffered because of twisted images of what it means to be a homosexual perpetuated
in films like "Windows."
Both NGTF and NALGF and the editors of this magazine call on all
feminist and gay supporters to boycott this film.

Lesbi~n,

For further information:
NALGF:
NGTF:

Sheila Roher (212) 420-2323
Lucia Valeska (212) -741-5800

IS YOUR GROUP LISTED?

GAY/LESBIAN AREA ORGANIZATIONS
MAINE
Maine Lesbian Feminists/

MLF Newsletter
PO Box 125
Belfast, ME 04915
!~?dcoast Gay f4en
PO Box 57
Belfast, ~~ 04915

Maine Gay Task Force

PO Box 4542
Aroostook Lambda
PO Box 990
Caribou, ~ 04 ?36
M. G.M. ASSN.
PO Box 7301

Lewiston, ME 0·4 240
Wilde-Stein Club
Memo!'ial Union
University of Maine
Orono, ME 044?3

Gay Pe r;pl.e 's AUianae
Univ. of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St.
Portland, 1~ 04103

Parents of Gay People
Evelyn and :Floyd BuU
a/o PO Box 4542
Portland, ME 04112

Port"Zand, ME 04112
M:J.inely Gay

PO Box 4542
Portland, ME 04112

Down East Gay Alliance
PO Box 594
Bar Ha~or, ME 04609

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Central N.H. Men's Support Gro'l.-p
31 Union St.
Concord, NH 03301
Dartmouth Gay

Student..~'

Hirunan Box 505 7

Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755

Assn..

(NEW HAMPSHIRE, c.an;t.J

Seacoast Gay ~n
PO Box 221
Portsmouth, NH 038~1
Nashua A~a Gays
PO Box 3472
Nashua, NH 03061
Lesbian Feminist Callective
PO Box 4?
Penacook, NH 03061
N.H. Lambda
PO Box 1043
Concord, NH 03301
N.H. Coalition of
Lesbians & Gay Men
PO Box 521
Concord, NH 03301

Southe~

Vermont Lesbian's!
Gay Men's Coalition
21 Eliot St.
Brattleboro, VT 05301
Central Vermont Gays ( fomerly
Washington County Gays)
PO Box 1264
Montpelier, VT 05602
:I'he Open Closet

PO Box 59
Putney, VT 05346
Gay People at Middlebury
c/o Sandy Levine
Box 3432
~ddZebury College
Middlebury, VT 05755

VERMONT
Gay HotUne, Vniv. of
Vennont: 802-656-4173
Gay StudEnt Union, UVM
Burlington, V:T 05401
Integrity
PO Box 11

Winooski, VT 05404
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{Please note: due to editorial whimsy,
listings for ATLANTIC CANADA and organizations' phone no.s .will appear in
alternating issues]

profits and investments.
Since 1980 looks like a year-and the opening of an era-that's going to call for a
great deal of resolution, we
thought we'd make a few New
Year's resolut ions of our own.
1. We' r e going to keep speaking
out on public issues.
There's just no way this
country's political problems
can be separated from their
economic implications--and we
think we're pretty qualified
to speak out on those economic
implications.
2. We're going,t~ keep advocating public polic i es that favor
gr owth and economic advantage.
The American Dream need not be
past history. With i:tnproved
national policies on t a xes,
trade, industrial incentives,
environmental standards, energy
and capital formation, large
corporate entities like Mobil
can keep the profit bucks rolling in. And all this trickles
down: even top Mobil executives
need their shoes shined.

3. We'll continue our ·e fforts to
discover and exploit all the
energy sources we can, from
wherever we can find it, even if
this may mean sinking a well in
the Desert of Maine or plunking
an off-shore oil rig in the m:lddle of Little Sebago Lake.
4. We're going to keep running_
this countEY just as well--and
pr of_itably;--as we can.
People who suggest to us· t hat it
would be good pubHc relations to
return Amy Carter to her_ mother
before the president unveils his
energy policies remind us o f the
Fonda/Naderite/Kommie fringe t hat
gleefully attack what's bes t for
America. If you aren't with us,
then you're against us.
5. No taxation without repre se ntation. In 1980, each of the
Seven Sisters will press for t wo
U.S. Senators, each, and propo rtional representation in the U.S.
House. Who needs de facto Congressmen, anyway? Hail to U.S.
Senator James Buckley (R-Texaco}
and to Sen. Dave Emery (D-Gulf}l
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NOTES FROM THE
OVERGROUND PRESS

News of the Politically Fragile
CALGARY~ Alberta (UPI)--A university of Alberta
hisl;or-y student who is doi."1:; her doctoral, thesis
on sexual deviation in ~he f.:anadian. West says
her research shatters the il'~tage of rtOrthern coyboys. "T'rzere 's ever'y indcation that the history
of sexuality in the West waan 't aZways straight~"
said Terry Chapnan~ n.otintJ that from 1 890 to 19 20
there were 'phenomenalLy more males out there
than females. There seems to be a high incidence
of homosexua.Uty." She based her theory on r>esearoh of old court records, neu.,spapers and
books and said she found en,o1Agh titiUating detaUs to fiU a dozen pornogr·~p~ic novels. The
punishment for homosexual, acts was severe .. she
said. Conviction meant life imprisonment while
an attempted homosexual. act 1.1ouZd i/x>aw a sevenyear• prison term. C'napman also speculates that
a cowboy may have been closer> to his hor>se than
previously ·trt.Ought. "Ther>e 's no so lid proof
but it's expected there were more than a usual
nurriber of incidents of bestiality." She said we
all have illusions about the west and the
traditional history that we're taught. "In the
United States~ it's John Wayne and here we like
to think it
aU law and order."

HAVELOCK., N.C . (UPI)--Taking a cue
from Debbie Shook.. who kicke4 her
crown after being stripped of the
~ss North Carolina titZe., the loca
Jaycees win sponsor a "Miss North
CaroZi1uz Croum-Kicking Po;eant."
A Jaycee spokesman ~aid the ?.u'Omen
will kick crowns wearing swimsu·its
and evening gowns.
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MEANWHILE, BACK AT THE REVOLUTION

Community Messages
LESBIANS DEFINING THEMSELVES:
Traditionally, research on
Lesbianism has been ~onducted
by non-Lesbians. Ronda Carlson, a Lesbian, is conducting
a national survey to determine
how Lesbians define themselves
and their communities. She
recently completed a }~ster's
degree in Social Work and
this research is a continuation of a survey done for her
thesis.

Ronda Carlson
3014 Millmar Drive
Dallas, Te~as 75228

She is in need of Lesbians
willing to complete a fairly
long and speci~}c questionnaire (it should take about
1.5 hours to fill out). The
questionnaires and all correspondence will be kept
strictly confidential, but
it is hoped that a distillation of the res1llts will
eventually be published. It
is not necessary to be "out 11
either publicly or to family
and non-gay friends in order
to participate; all that is
necessary is that you be a
Lesbian and be willing to ·
take your time and energy to
explain some of what this
means to you. To request a
questionnaire please write:

NEWS FROM N.H. LAMBDA: "w'e are
over 100 Lesbians with potentia~
relay system to about 300 Lesbians and a7.Jnost 100 gay men in the
state--a poLitical~ educational
and social. organization. The
address ~~s:
N.H. Lambda (statewide Lesbi
PO Box 1043
Concord~

group)

NH 03301

Info lines (all area code 603):
Concord: 224-3?85
frnlford: 673-8348
E. Rochester: 332-4440
Keene: 399-4927

{Communi.ty Messages continue next pagel
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[J_{.6h t o mea
ot~eA gay men 6o~ I'Uenl.ohip, 6un,
go-<..ng out, e6 pev..alt.y :tfoJJ e in immecii..a4.e aJz.ea. I 've got a.o phone
lJ o dJr.op a tine ;to:
'
NEW TO SANFORV AREA:

BaJVWW.6
8?~ Ha.JfJLy WowM ld. Ext.
RFV#2

San6o~ ,

Maine 04073

***

***

THE CLINIC at Andro~roggin Hone
Health Services is a facility
for the diagnosis, t:cea:trrent and
follow-up of sexually transmitted
diseases. If you live in the
L-A area and would like rrore
information about the ~bove,
please call the follo.-1ir.. g tollfree number and ask for 113rjorie:

HAVE QUESTIONS THAT ARE MEDICAL
or psychiatric in nature? An
accredited southern Maine psychiatrist and therapist will answ
your particular query-~with the
most strict confidentiality.
Write to "Therapist," · in care of
this journal.

*****

*****

*****

ANY MEN OUT THERE, AGES 30-50,

who would Uke to form a support
group in southern Maine? If
you'~ interested, just write to
"Men's Group_," in cal"e of "MG, ''
and we 'U oonnect you with other
people.

800-482-7412
The address of the Clinic is 79
M:rin St. , Auburn ( 7 84-9 304) •

LIKE TO HIKE? Then get in touch
with the Chiltern Mountain Club!
They schedule various outdoor
activities around Maine and northern N~w England. Interested
people can learn more about this
group by writing them at:
Chiitern Mountain Club
PO Box 1015 Ellsworth, Maine 04605
(more Messages on next page?

TI-IE . G'AY-STFAIGHT ALLIANCE AT
BATES COLLEGE has recently
foml.€d! A dance was held at
the Le'l-viston campus on Saturday) Ma.rdl l (it was ver;y
well attended) and rrore activities are s0heduled for
the remainder of the spring
semest er. A permanent
rrailir1g addre ss has not , a s
" MG" goes t o press , been
establi shed , but •.. watch
t his sp:1ce!

DOT'l 'T FORGET THE ?th ANNUAL
MAINE LESBIAN & GAY SYMPOSIUM • ••

BeheduZed for March 21-23 at
Bangor Cbmmunity College in
the Maine eity of identical
name ..• :7ympoaium VII wiU inalud~ works~ps~ films, guest
s peaker.s (Luaia Valeska of the

)':

*1:
*
*
'le

MIDCOAST GAY MEN, a support
group/network for gay and
bisexual'men, offer s rap
groups, social cuttings, peer
counsel ling and fell owship.
To find out what events ar~
set for the spring and summe r ,
piease "contact

*

MIOCOPST Gm MEN
PO Box 57
BELFAST, ME 04915

*

*~'ci:**'~~,~

-!:

~':

Gay

* *

Na i -ionaZ
Task Foree and
Steve Endean of the Gay Rights
Nationo:l, Lobby) and a book

and araft show and sa le.
Registration fe e : $.5, including
dinner and danae. For t hose
not registered, the di nne!' UJiZZ

be $1 and the do.nae $2.
Housing wiU be available--on
a somewhat Zimited and/o!'
bizarre basis, and CHILD CARE
will be very_ ~uatel.Ji provided. Registration be~ins at
BCC on ll!'iday evening, arou:r.d
BPM (or so think the "MG''
editors .•. )

Have an item you'd like
to share with the community? Send it to MG,
-c/o "ACCESS," PO Box
4542, Portland, ME 04112.
All lis t ings are fre e!

***

***
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About Our Cover ...
For this mont~·~ issue, the cover features a rare glimpse
of the main edi tol'ial offices of "Mainely Gay. 11 The Tom
Jones photo waE shot, incidentally, on a Thursday afternoon; a time when MG's offices
are generally conceded to be
particularly well-organized
and nonverminous.
Co-editor Susan He~derson is
seated beneath the window at
the right, apparently proofreading material for the June,
1983 issue.
Co-editor Peter
Prizer (seated at left, in
loose sandals) is busy with
layout, while Guest Apprentice
Tuffy Laffin (ce ~ ~er, on knees
below Susan's desk) fans the
fires of revolution (actually,
he's just letting off some excess steam) .
The other persons inside the
Mainely Gay offices are either
unidentified or have special
government identities tha~ can
not be divulged.
Incidentally, adult members
of Anita Bryant's 11 Save Our
Children, organization can be
seen, in the courtyard beyond
the window, rescuing small
children from the evil influen~e of Mainely Gay staffers.

***
Pl-.oto at right:
The ''l~G 11 Production Room,
where ~he shitworkers toil.
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